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Messr. Chairman Higgins, Ranking Member Correa, Chairman Pfluger, and Ranking Member Magaziner and Members of the Subcommittees, thank you for inviting me here today to discuss the important issue of impacts from the worst mass migration crisis ever to have occurred at the American southern border. And what is happening at that border is, by every possible metric on government record, the worst such mass migration in the American experience, now well into its third year with at least four million foreign nationals allowed to enter and stay in the United States for their illegal crossing efforts.

I have studied, analyzed and reported border issues for more than 17 years. First, during my 23-year career as a journalist for major media outlets through 2009. Then for nine years as an intelligence analyst for the Texas Department of Public Safety’s Intelligence and Counterterrorism Division, and since 2018 as a senior national security fellow for CIS.

In the official capacity of my current role, I have spent a great deal of the past two-and-a-half years on the ground, both sides of the border, usually with the immigrants before and after they cross. And from thousands of their testimonials, I have written the only comprehensive first draft of this historic event’s causes and effects, in my book OVERRUN.
In it, I document the genesis of this incredible continuous event to specific policies that went into effect on President Joe Biden’s Inauguration Day, which immigrants unanimously tell me are the main reasons they decided to journey across the southern border.

The administration put a freeze on required border enforcement measures and fast-tracked release of the majority of illegal crossers into the country where they and most experts know they will stay forever.

And on their cell phones, which every immigrant has, they sent word of this incredible bonanza down trail, to home villages and all along the migration trails. And in this way, those first tens of thousands who began crossing on inauguration day quickly became hundreds of thousands a month, and then millions a year. Counting an estimated 1.7 million never apprehended, probably more than 4 million have entered the country from the border in a mere 30-month span. Perhaps as many as six million largely uneducated and needy people will be in the country before the Biden policies might first be reversed in the 2024 national elections and the floodgates closed.

Those millions of policy-enticed entries in so short a time already are - and will have - transformative impacts in the form of unplanned-for demands on public welfare and assistance programs, health care systems, Social Security, housing, labor markets, schools, and the criminal justice system.

It is too early in the crisis to measure many of these impacts – assuming anyone is willing to do this politically aversive work. But, despite political reticence to do so, Congress, researchers, media reporters and state and local governments should endeavor to measure impacts in three general areas where indicators of consequential change are already well indicated: public school burdens, unnecessary preventable crime, and unfunded burdens for local communities.

**Public School Systems**

Probably the very first area of civic life where most Americans will experience the impact of the Biden border crisis will be in the public schools. Local schools face the most immediately visible impacts because a main feature of the Biden border crisis, and also of the earlier Trump swell of late 2018–early 2019, was that immigrants in family groups around the world discovered a certain legal loophole – known as the Flores Settlement. The 2015-amended settlement requires DHS to release immigrant families with young children from detention within 21 days to pursue years of mostly ineligible asylum claims while living inside the United States, rather than to be deterred by detention and deportation.

Children became extremely valuable as tickets into America. So millions of people in family units brought school-aged children in for the Flores Settlement quick-release treatment. At the same time, non-Mexican children traveling without a parent learned they could exploit the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA of 2000) to gain release within three days, sparking rushes on the border of unaccompanied minors.
School-aged children poured in over the border with parents or guardians, or alone unaccompanied by the hundreds of thousands and then the millions to gain the advantage of these quick-release loopholes.

That mostly ended when former President Donald Trump introduced Remain in Mexico and Title 42 instant expulsions for all illegal entrances as a Covid control measure.

But then the Biden administration on day one opened exemptions in Title 42 expulsions, and ended the Migrant Protection Protocols, or Remain in Mexico. These moves allowed for the quick interior releases of a majority of immigrant families, unaccompanied minors, and advanced stage pregnant women or postpartum women.

The public is never told how many advanced-stage or school aged children got in through these exemptions and entered public school systems.

Based on publicly available data, it’s difficult to estimate just how many school-aged children brought in over the border joined the estimated 49 million children enrolled in American public school systems.\(^1\)

But national enrollments would have had to include a bulk of the 545,000 unaccompanied minors enticed by policy to cross since 2019 – 388,748 of them just since 2020. Hundreds of thousands more would surely have crossed in to enroll among the 1.9 million foreign nationals apprehended as family units from 2018 to date. Up-to-minute data is not yet available but, as of 2021, 11 million public school students from immigrant-headed households (legal and illegal) accounted for nearly one out of four students in public schools, more than double the 11 percent in 1990 and more than triple the 7 percent in 1980.\(^2\)

As for the hundreds of thousands that have certainly driven those percentages much higher since 2021, school districts across America had to enroll them under a 1982 Supreme Court ruling regardless of immigration status, numbers, costs, and hardships.

What might those be?

Spiking enrollments that force school districts to hold successive tax-hiking bond elections to purchase portable classrooms, build new schools, expand existing schools, hire more administrators, janitors, security officers, school cafeteria workers, and hire more English as a Second Language teachers, according to complaints leaching into the public realm.

For instance, in and around New York City, a significant surge of 5,000 immigrant children flooded into four counties in a single eleven-month span through August 2021, posing a $139 million unplanned burden on New York taxpayers to educate them.\(^3\) The arrivals of mostly teenage boys created a classroom crisis that strapped educational resources and aided gang-recruiting efforts, the *New York Post* reported. In May 2022, New York City education officials grappling with older illiterate teen immigrants who have gone years without formal education
agreed to launch a pilot program that would all 400 “newcomers” fan out to identified high schools where they can learn English.\textsuperscript{4}

In Austin Independent School District, teachers protested in April 2022 about a 400-student influx of immigrant teenagers from Central America at its International High School and Eastside Early College High School campus.\textsuperscript{5} Teachers complained they were left to give instruction in hallways and conference rooms. Similar scenarios are unfolding more quietly in school districts across America.

For what that may look like in extreme form, parents whose children attend public schools across the United States need look no farther than Cleveland Independent School District (CISD) in East Texas’s Liberty County about 40 miles northeast of Houston. A sprawling new community called Colony Ridge, whose new and established residents – and CISD’s School Superintendent - universally acknowledge that many are illegally present in the United States, has boomed inside the CISD’s 143 square miles to some 60,000 as of 2021.\textsuperscript{6}

In 2019, the growth driven by largely immigrant children prompting the Texas Education Agency to label CISD a “hyper-growth” district.\textsuperscript{7}

CISD Enrollments exploded from 3,693 K-12 students and four main schools in 2011-2012 to more than 12,000 in 2022. From four schools, CISD is now 12 schools and 60 portable classrooms funded by continual bond elections and with plans for a $1.2 billion expansion to twenty more schools over the next decade to accommodate an anticipated student body of 20,000 students as Colony Ridge continues a massive migration-fueled expansion. A decade ago, CISD was 40 percent Hispanic. Now it is 90 percent and very different from the old country days.

In 2022, I traveled to CISD and Colony Ridge as part of research for my book Overrun and interviewed students, parents, teachers and the superintendent Stephen McCandless. From them, I learned that the district’s ills there take many forms. Classroom and school overcrowding have required portable classroom farms, sharp spending increases to hire new teachers and bus drivers, continual requests for voters to approve bonds to build new schools, fallouts from language barriers and uneven education levels, less individualized teacher time per student, poorer academic performances for all, and public safety concerns.

What I learned from public records and my interviews was that most of the new students can’t speak English. Those with limited English proficiency rose from 20 percent in the 2011-2012 school year to 55 percent in 2021-2022. English-as-a-Second Language curricula now makes up more than half of all school curricula. The entire teaching staff is required to obtain state ESL certification or an equivalent one, and expensive and time consuming endeavor requiring constant management. The majority of parents speak limited English too and stay away, some for fear of deportation.
Many of the new students were teenagers who couldn’t read or write. Broad language barriers suppress academic achievement. Student-teacher ratios range in the upper thirties per teacher for certain core classes. It’s crowd control, not education, one teacher told me. Some of the statistics are alarming. Nearly half of Cleveland High School’s students were considered to be at risk of dropping out. Nearly 60 percent of Cleveland Middle School’s 2,238 students were considered at risk of dropping out.8

“Texas Education Agency says they have a right to a free public education,” McCandless told me. “And I can’t put a fourteen-year-old in a second-grade class, so we put them in an age-appropriate grade level and we give them all the supports we can, and then you’re like, ‘how do we teach a fourteen-year-old how to read!? I mean, that should have been learned in first or second grade. But we have to do it. We’re doing it. We have some now. And then the state tells us they’re expected to take the state test!”


The district has repeatedly asked voters to approve massive tax-spiking bond elections, an $85 million one in 2017, a $198 million one in November 2019, another for $150 million in 2021, another for $115 million in 2022. Weary voters approve some and reject others.9

Keeping up with this problematic growth is a nonstop desperate struggle that has left students with sub-par education and caused the flight of pre-existing students to other cities and towns. The growth has spawned a wide variety of social problems never seen in CISD’s history.

McCandless and teachers told me of gang formation, drug trafficking and violence came into the school system with the “newcomers.” “And we have dealt with them. And I have expelled them.”

No one seems to be systematically tracking these transformative kinds of impacts anywhere in America’s public schools.

But while the case of CISD is in many ways extreme, there can be no doubt that school districts across America are undoubtedly experiencing similar pain to greater or lesser degrees, suffering in silence.

**A Great Unnecessary Crime Wave**

For years, advocates of a borderless United States have pointed to academic-seeming “studies” that compare illegal alien criminality to American citizen criminality and then conclude that Americans commit more than the illegal immigrants.10 Its progenitors cite the comparison to nullify concerns about illegal immigrant crime. They use it to argue that the American people should leave the illegal immigrants alone and more properly tend to American citizen criminals.

The result of these comparative “studies” is that while America keeps busy with the ostensibly more real problem of US citizen crime, the nation’s leaders let the illegal immigrant flow continue unimpeded since that population is so much less worrisome.
But this “comparative research” diverting concern from illegal immigrant crime constitutes one of the greatest academic and intellectual frauds in the annals of immigration studies.

The notion that these two groups should be compared is intellectual misconduct of the highest order, a sham campaign that almost surely has extended the unnecessary carnage against American citizens and lawful residents. The comparison studies factory is a sham because illegal immigrants, and especially those with knowable criminal histories, are uniquely subject to government deportation and detention, which does not exist for American citizens and lawful residents.

So, unlike every crime committed by American citizens, every crime committed by illegally present immigrants with criminal histories was avoidable. Because illegal immigrants are constantly subject to entry blockage and removal, all of their crimes must be counted as a 100 percent net-gain increase of a social ill that hurts real people in the worst imaginable ways on a consistent, long-term basis.

Conversely, American citizens and lawful residents, obviously, are not subject to a national government apparatus in place to block and remove them from American territory so that they are not present to commit crime. America is stuck with its criminal citizens before, during, and after every crime they commit. The DHS detention and removal machine cannot and will not ever prevent a single crime by an American citizen.

That is a Grand Canyon–sized difference between the two groups disqualifying them for comparison in crime or anything else, like how often both use public assistance. Immigration enforcement will always eliminate or reduce the presence of illegal immigrants who commit crimes but never American residents. Americans have no choice but to suffer every single American citizen–committed crime but should never have to suffer one single illegal immigrant–committed crime.

Illegal immigrant crime is notoriously difficult to measure because doing so is politically aversive to government agencies in politically liberal precincts. But in addition to sudden painful public school enrollments, most Americans will suffer more crime committed by more illegal immigrants. Most U.S. states do not keep track of crime committed by illegal immigrants, and neither does the federal government.

Only Texas tracks much of its crime by noncitizenship and its data is likely indicative of crime trends in other large-population states.

It is too early as of this writing to guess the extent to which alien crime that will result from the Biden border crisis.

But if the past is any indicator of the future and the Texas numbers can indicate problem scope, America is in for a sustained unnecessary crime wave of preventable murder, rape, child abuse, burglary, felony theft, drug trafficking, alien smuggling, and drunken driving manslaughter on a higher permanent scale.
The Texas Department of Public Safety learns the immigration status of suspects booked into local jails through a program that submits fingerprints to the FBI for criminal history and warrant checks, and to DHS, which returns immigration status information on those whose fingerprints were already on file (which is not all of them).\textsuperscript{11}

The glimpse is limited and not a reflection of much almost certain higher totals, but it is telling about the trend line ahead across America. Between June 1, 2011, and July 31, 2022, these 259,000 illegal aliens were charged with more than 433,000 unnecessary, preventable criminal offenses. Those included 800 homicide charges (resulting in 374 convictions as of July 2022), 822 kidnapping charges (resulting in 265 convictions), 5,470 sexual assault charges (resulting in 2,593 convictions), 6,485 sexual offense charges (resulting in 3,065 sexual offense convictions), and 4,945 weapons charges (resulting in 1,723 weapons convictions).

What the Texas data show is that hundreds of dead people should be alive, thousands of sexual assault and sexual offense victims should never have suffered the trauma, and tens of thousands of assault charges involving victims would not have been hurt.

The Texas data also shows that criminal aliens took up police time and clogged up the American justice system that could have been more dedicated to American criminals. Thousands of drug, burglary, robbery, and weapons charges need not have jammed the Texas criminal justice systems at taxpayer cost.

The Texas program found that another 10,590 illegal aliens were identified while they were in Texas state prisons over the past decade. Among them were prisoners serving time for 119 more unnecessary homicides.

Back to Liberty County’s massive settlement of Colony Ridge, legacy residents are increasingly alarmed by criminal atrocities never seen before. On April 29, a five-time deported Mexican national who owned a home in neighboring San Jacinto County allegedly murdered five members of a Honduran family that lived next door after they complained that his firing of a semi-automatic assault-style rifle at 11 p.m. was keeping the baby awake. He allegedly killed mothers and children, two of whom miraculously survived the massacre under the bodies of their parents who died shielding them.\textsuperscript{12}

That one made national news but many other atrocities and evidence of Mexican cartel operations in the area did not, such as the April 2023 murder of two former area middle school students found riddled with bullets in a car.\textsuperscript{13}

In 2020, an illegal alien from Mexico who settled in Colony Ridge chained two house cleaners to a bed and sexually assaulted them in a blackmail scheme during which he took nude photos.\textsuperscript{14} The nightmare ended when one of the women attempted an escape in her vehicle but didn’t make it; her assailant managed to shoot her to death and set her car on fire with her inside before fleeing back to Mexico. Border Patrol caught him trying to cross again in California a short time later.
In 2016, owners of a Colony Ridge lot who were clearing it of brush discovered the decomposing remains of a single mother of five children named Esmeralda Pargas-Nunez, 42, who’d been reported missing a month earlier. It took two years, but homicide detectives tracked down her alleged killer to Houston in 2018, another woman named Sabrina Olarosa Garcia, and charged her with murder. This was evidently part of a kidnapping scheme in Houston where the alleged murderer first lured her victim to a meeting.

In September 2022, passersby in Colony Ridge found the body of a 16-year-old Honduran girl who’d been shot to death and dumped in a ditch by the side of a road, still wearing her uniform from her work busing tables at a local restaurant. Gang unit police arrested three foreign nationals, all under 21, and charged them with the murder of Emily Rodriguez-Avila, citing “gang overtones” as a motive. The family shipped her body back to Honduras for burial.

In June 2022, a Liberty County dog brought home a human hand, which led to the discovery of a badly decomposed body of a man who had been buried with his gun. Police couldn’t identify the corpse and were left to post photos of the clothing in hopes someone would recognize them.

The Gulf and Sinaloa Cartels invested in Colony Ridge from its earliest inception, they said, financing lots for local operatives to run safe houses through which they move smuggled drugs and people from the border to interior America. They were using them still to smuggle people coming in under Biden.

Evidence of cartel involvement dates to the earliest days of the illegal-alien settlement boom. To at least 2013, when federal, state, and local investigators raided a Mexican drug cartel’s marijuana grow operation on 300 acres in Liberty County, finding explosives, 6,000 marijuana plants, worker bunk houses, and guard towers. Local police at the time called it the “largest and most sophisticated marijuana-growing operation” in the county’s history.

In July 2021, the DEA broke that dubious record with the new biggest drug bust in Liberty County history with a raid that broke up a multimillion-dollar methamphetamine manufacturing lab operating inside one of the Colony Ridge dwellings.

During a recent trip, a police investigator drove me around several town neighborhoods pointing out high-end brick homes where cartel management figures lived before they were busted or moved away.

This kind of criminality grew so problematic by 2021 that the fearful town leaders of Plum Grove established a first police department that works in concert with two county-paid bilingual constables that Liberty County funded to exclusively patrol Colony Ridge.

The addition of several police officers amounts to a drop in the ocean, one officer from the region told me. Drive-by shootings, stealing, and drug trafficking are rampant, victimizing mostly the new community.
Indeed, a five-month-long gang and narcotics investigation by the Liberty County Sheriff’s Office came to a dramatic end in December 2021 with the arrest of two 15-year-old boys and a 17-year-old boy who were part of a violent drug-trafficking racket in Colony Ridge. After three or four months where the boys would engage in gun battles with drug buyers who wouldn’t pay on time, local police had to investigate. When the day came to make arrests, the armed 17-year-old rammed a police car during a pell-mell car chase near Plum Grove, fled home, and barricaded himself in his house until a SWAT unit had to extract him and a girlfriend inside, who also was arrested amid drugs that were found. If those who committed these crimes were in the country illegally, none of this should have happened since they and their parents would not be present if immigration laws were followed.

Within Texas, which probably is emblematic of many other states, Liberty County reflects a microcosm of what unnecessary crime can look like anywhere large numbers of foreign nationals who are only thinly vetted settle. Much more of this is on the way to communities across America, whether anyone systematically records it or not.

American cities and towns feeling under siege

The pain of unfunded impact from the White House’s mass illegal immigration crisis can be heard in the ever-lengthening lists of cities and towns forced to contend with unmitigated inflows of needy immigrants from the southern border.

Cities as far north as Chicago and as far west as Denver are squealing in pain from unfunded burdens of having to shelter, feed, clothe, medically treat, and support never-ending inflows of needy, uninsured, limited English-speaking immigrants from throughout the world.

Cities such as Washington DC, New York, and Chicago have declared states of emergency and demanded federal bailouts that will come at the taxpayer expense to feed, house, and care for tens of thousands of illegal immigrants allowed into the country to stay under Biden policies. No one wants to share the pain of sudden massive influxes of dependent, needy immigrants in New York, the ultimate not-in-my-backyard issue. New York City and 30 state counties are locked in litigation over plans to export immigrants to them as 15,000 new immigrants a month pour into the city. Nine New York State counties were suing to block New York City’s immigrant-export operations.

American citizens, including veterans, are displaced from city-run homeless shelters as towns and cities fill up all available public spaces, to include public school auditoriums and college dorm rooms. Cities and towns along the Texas border have declared border-related disasters and emergencies, to include Brownsville, Laredo, and El Paso. One town 400 miles from the border, Cold Spring one county over from Liberty, declared a migration-related emergency as recently as June because of a “massive surge of drug and human smuggling” associated with the border crisis.
As the Biden border crisis grinds on and on, expect the silent majority of cities and towns across America to add their voices of pain and protest to the lengthening list. They will do so because their leaders have correctly assessed that this massive new population of needy foreigners will burden and transform their communities without their say-so.

8 “Cleveland High School,” Texas Tribune Public Schools Explorer, https://schools.texastribune.org/districts/cleveland-isd/ cleveland-high-school/
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Chairmen Higgins and Pfluger, Ranking Members Correa and Magaziner, and distinguished members of both subcommittees, thank you for the opportunity to testify.

My name is David Bier. I am the Associate Director of Immigration Studies at the Cato Institute, a nonpartisan public policy research organization in Washington, D.C. As a policy advisor for a former member of the House, I am honored to be invited to speak with you today about the costs of America’s flawed immigration system.

For nearly half a century, the Cato Institute has produced original immigration research showing that a freer, more orderly, and more lawful immigration system benefits Americans. People are the ultimate resource. In a free country, immigrants can contribute to their new homes, making the United States a better, bigger, and more prosperous place.

But legal immigration is so restrictive that the system punishes Americans who want to associate, contract, and trade with people from around the world. Americans lose out on the social and economic capital immigrants bring. Our system separates friends and relatives, deprives U.S. consumers of the goods and services that immigrants would provide, and denies our towns and cities entrepreneurs and small business owners. This system has caused chaos at the border, harming Americans and immigrants alike.

U.S. policy makes legal immigration impossible for nearly all.

The U.S. immigration system does not facilitate lawful migration. It obstructs it. The primary legal framework dates back to 1924; its last significant update was in 1990. But the system is not just outdated—it fundamentally ignores the needs of the U.S. economy and society. The thousands of pages of regulations and statutes, the arbitrary Soviet-style caps, the restrictive categories, and the ineptitude in processing applications have created an impenetrable legal wall to legal immigration.

To briefly review the four available permanent immigration options:

1. **The Refugee Program**: The population of displaced people reached 100 million last year, and the United States accepted barely 25,000 through its refugee program—0.1 percent.¹
2. **Family-sponsored**: The capped family-sponsored system has a backlog of 7 million, and 1.6 million immigrants currently waiting will be dead before they can receive a green card.²
3. **Employer-sponsored**: Employer-sponsored green cards have a backlog of over 1.4 million, and they are virtually impossible to obtain for those without very high wage offers.³
4. **Diversity Lottery**: The diversity green card lottery offers entrants just a 0.2 percent chance of receiving a green card.⁴

The figure on the next page details the legal requirements to immigrate to the United States in a flow chart. Many aspiring Americans are excluded in each complicated section until nearly everyone loses their chance to immigrate.
This legal system is restrictive from the perspective of the demand for green cards by immigrants and their American sponsors, and it is also restrictive compared to America’s history. From 1848 to 1914, the annual number of people receiving green cards hit one percent of the U.S. population 22 times. It has never happened since the Immigration Act of 1924, and only once has it even hit half that rate, when Congress waived the caps on behalf of 3 million illegal immigrants in the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. One percent of the U.S. population today would be nearly 3.4 million people. The number of green card recipients in 2022 was just 1 million.

Immigration policy is also restrictive compared to our peer nations. The United States went from accounting for the majority of the increase in the world immigrant population in the 1990s to accounting for just 7.5 percent of it from 2015 to 2020. This happened both because more immigrants went to other countries and because fewer immigrants went to the United States.
Less than 15 percent of the U.S. population was born outside the United States. This ranks 56th highest in the world. It ranks in the bottom third of wealthy countries, and the gaps are massive. To catch up to Canada (21.4 percent), nearly 30 million immigrants would have to arrive this year. To reach the immigrant share in Australia (30.3 percent), the number grows to 76.4 million. To hit Hong Kong’s percentage (39.2 percent), it would have to exceed 140 million. These totals are unfathomable, but they illustrate how much flexibility the United States has to change its immigration policy and remain well within the norms for the wealthy world.

The United States also ranks 57th globally for refugees and asylum seekers per capita. Other countries are taking staggering numbers of refugees and asylum seekers: 3.8 million in Turkey, 3.4 million in Iran, 2.3 million in Germany, and 1 million in Poland. For context, Poland has a population about a tenth of the size of the United States. Seven percent of Jordan and 15 percent of Lebanon are now refugees or asylum seekers.


Note: Share is calculated by dividing the net increase in U.S. immigrant population by the net increase in the world immigrant population. Unlike the U.S. Census surveys, "immigrants" includes all foreign-born residents regardless of their citizenship status at birth to provide for a uniform international comparison.
The subcommittees will focus on the harms that stem from this unnecessarily restrictive system, and every member should agree that the choice to keep the gates to America shut is the genesis of so much unnecessary suffering for immigrants and Americans alike. But this inquiry should not end with a tally of death and destruction. It should see this broken system as an incredible opportunity. Few countries in the world have the ability on a whim
to inject new energy and growth into our economy and society. America is the most powerful and wonderful country on Earth; immigrants can help keep it that way.

**Bad border policies strain communities along the border**

This restrictive legal immigration system is the cause of illegal immigration. When the law says that the only way to enter is to enter illegally, people will follow that message. Forcing migration into illegal channels has seriously affected immigrants and American communities, particularly along the border.

Since at least the Border Patrol’s 1994 Strategic Plan, Border Patrol has intentionally driven cross-border traffic out of urban areas and into more rural areas where crossing is more hazardous. Following this shift, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that “the strategy has increased deaths from exposure to either heat or cold.” As a result of this deliberate and ongoing strategy, more people cross into rural areas where they trespass on farmland. The added dangers also mean more migrants are injured or ill, placing strain on rural hospitals.

The border walls have greatly exacerbated the risks. The Mexican government has found that border walls or fences were responsible for 80 percent of injuries by border-crossing Mexicans returned by the United States last year. In 2021, trauma surgeons in California were overwhelmed with hundreds of wall-related injuries, which increased by 460 percent following the wall construction.

The last administration constructed a wall so high that rather than merely increasing the risk of capture for immigrants, it significantly increased the risk of death. The 30-foot height was reportedly based on field tests to determine the height at which the average person would become disoriented and stop climbing. But even lower fences are a danger. A pregnant woman died from falling from an 18-foot fence in 2020. Some of those injured have been in Yuma, Arizona, including two men who died in 2020 and 2021. In 2018, two teenage girls also suffered life-threatening injuries after falling from the Yuma fence.

At least 31 deaths have occurred from fence falls from 2019 to 2023. But by pushing immigrants out into even more remote areas, the wall can also indirectly cause more deaths. A total of 853 immigrants died crossing the border in 2022—the most on record. This topped the prior record of 560 deaths in 2021. About 60 deaths in 2022 were in Yuma County, Arizona. In 2022, Border Patrol reported that it rescued 22,014 people in serious physical distress, fourfold the number in 2019.

Since 1990, when the first fences were built in San Diego, Border Patrol has recorded almost 11,000 deaths, and independent auditing of its count by the Government Accountability Office has found that Border Patrol systematically undercounts migrant deaths, excluding—for instance—half the migrant deaths in Tucson, Arizona, which are tracked by local authorities.
The inability to board lawful transportation options to the U.S. border creates treacherous conditions for travelers. The combination of homelessness and governmental indifference toward crimes against migrants in Mexico has created the ideal environment for predation. Abductions of migrants number in the tens of thousands annually, according to Mexico’s National Human Rights Commission. Rapes of migrant women in Mexico are common, underreported, and rarely investigated. All these factors mean that many migrants cross in need of urgent medical attention, and Border Patrol policies force them to cross in areas with the fewest resources.

It is not just taxing for local hospitals. The Border Patrol’s 1994 Strategic Plan treated rural areas’ lack of transportation infrastructure as a reason to push traffic there. But when Border Patrol releases asylum seekers in small towns along the border, it can take days for them to get a bus to their final destinations. The lack of buses led to a backup of migrants with nowhere to live and forced Yuma’s mayor to declare a state of emergency. If immigrants could enter legally, they could arrange transportation in advance, travel directly to their final destinations, and fix this issue.
The mere fact that a person entered illegally means that Border Patrol must take them into custody for processing. When capacity is reached, they unexpectedly release migrants onto the streets—often at night with no warning and no transportation lined up. These types of releases have occurred under every administration. Sometimes, pregnant women or nursing mothers are forced to sleep on the streets. These are all avoidable problems if legal migration pathways were available.

Another problem is of greater importance to localities: the inability of people to work legally after their release from Border Patrol custody. Although asylum seekers are eligible to receive employment authorization documents six months after applying for asylum, this process can often take much longer, given the time it takes to prepare an asylum application and process the employment authorization request. The mayor of New York City has labeled this one of the most urgent immigration issues facing his city. Research has found that banning asylum seekers from working has negative employment effects long after the ban is lifted. Lacking the right to work, asylum seekers must often either work illegally or depend on charity or city services.

**Restricting asylum is not a solution.**

Title 42 and restrictions on applying for asylum also create additional health hazards for migrants. Returning migrants to Mexico has created a flow of migrants more in need of medical attention because the policy alerts criminals in Mexico to the fact that they may have U.S. connections. When they recross the border, these victims often need health care. Human Rights First has tracked over 13,000 publicly reported incidents of murder, torture, kidnapping, rape, and other violent attacks on migrants and asylum seekers who returned to Mexico in the last two years alone.

Migrants who seek asylum generally turn themselves into Border Patrol, avoiding more dangerous crossings in remote areas and making themselves easier to process. Evasion leads to more deaths and injuries in remote areas. Also, smugglers (usually U.S. citizens) sometimes drive recklessly to avoid Border Patrol and risk the lives of the passengers and bystanders, leading to more hospital trips. At least 93 people have died during Border Patrol pursuits since 2010.

The number of chases doubled from 150 in 2021 to 300 in 2022, and deaths during pursuits increased from 2 in 2019 to 14 in 2021 and 22 in 2022. From 2015 to 2018, there were about 11 injuries for every death resulting from Border Patrol chases, implying that hundreds of people have been injured across the border in the last two years in this way. Smugglers also abandon migrants in deserts, where they may need to be airlifted to hospitals.

Anti-asylum policies are not just bad for the safety of immigrants and residents—they are also bad for security. Since Border Patrol initiated the Title 42 policy that banned asylum for most crossers, evasion almost immediately exploded. The number of gotaways—detected successful crossings—grew fourfold from 2019 to 2022. The country has seen
more crossings, arrests, illicit entries, and less security under the anti-asylum policy of the last three years. Title 42 ended in May 2023, and although asylum is still restricted between ports of entry, gotaways fell 55 percent from April to June 2023 as more people entered through ports of entry.\textsuperscript{42}

**Title 42 has led to more successful illegal crossings**


A major reason for the increased evasions is that when someone is returned to Mexico—and not processed for asylum or returned to their home country—they have little choice but to attempt to reenter illegally. The recidivism or re-encounter rate started to spike under the Remain in Mexico policy, which sent people back to wait for hearings. That policy had a re-encounter rate of 33 percent (as of June 2021), and the only reason it wasn't higher is because the program was canceled.\textsuperscript{43} Under Title 42, the situation deteriorated further, with a 1-year re-encounter rate exceeding 50 percent in 2021.\textsuperscript{44}

This is not due to insufficient enforcement of Title 42. Title 42 encouraged more crossings. Encounters of the demographic group most targeted under Title 42—single adults from the Northern Triangle and Mexico—had increased fourfold, even though they have been expelled more than 90 percent of the time. The number of southwest border arrests by single adults from the four targeted countries declined by 57 percent in June 2023.\textsuperscript{45} This accounted for two-thirds of the decline in border arrests in June 2023, much steeper than the 22-percent decline for all other groups.
Title 42 and its sibling, the Migrant Protection Protocols ("Remain in Mexico"), also had the unintended consequence of causing more children from Central America to cross the border alone. Under both policies, if children crossed with their families, the parents and children had a high probability of being returned to Mexico. By contrast, unaccompanied children were—except for a short-lived period when Title 42 was first in effect—exempt from return to Mexico under both policies.46

This discrimination against families meant that parents felt compelled to allow their children to enter alone.47 The chart below shows the share of Central American families with children expelled to Mexico and the share of children coming unaccompanied. In the 31 months when a majority of Central American families were expelled to Mexico, 30 of those months saw a majority of Central American children enter without their parents. The causal relationship is clear: closing asylum to families creates an incentive to send children without their parents. After Title 42 ended, a majority of Central American children came with their parents for the first time in 20 months.

Immigrants are not driving the fentanyl crisis.

The subcommittees are right to pay particular attention to the scourge of fentanyl overdoses. But immigrants are not the cause. Fentanyl trafficking is funded by fentanyl consumers, and nearly 99 percent of the users are U.S. citizens. It is not surprising that research has shown that “increases in immigration are associated with significantly lower homicide and lower overdose death rates overall and across substance type.”

U.S. citizens are also the primary smugglers of fentanyl. In 2021, they made up 86 percent of convicted fentanyl traffickers. Cartels employ U.S. citizen traffickers because smuggling is significantly easier at ports of entry than between them, and U.S. citizens have legal access to the United States and are subject to less scrutiny at ports of entry.

For this reason, from fiscal year 2019 to June 2023, 93 percent of fentanyl seizures by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) have occurred at ports of entry or vehicle checkpoints, not along illegal migration routes. The graph below displays the available data on seizure locations for fiscal year 2023. About 96 percent was seized from vehicles at

---

**Share of Central American minors without parents and share of families sent to Mexico**

Border Patrol arrests, Apr. 2018-June. 2023

![Graph showing the share of families expelled and share unaccompanied over time.](download_data)


Note: Expelled=Title 42 or MPP placement in Mexico. Accompanied children based on the annual ratio of parents to children in family units in 2019. Central American = El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras
checkpoints, traffic stops, or ports of entry, while one-half of a percent was seized on people carrying the drug over the border. Another 4 percent was not reported.

**Customs and Border Protection Fentanyl Seizures by Type**

**Southwest Border, Fiscal Year 2023 (as of June 2023)**
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Although CBP’s data obviously does not include the fentanyl that escapes their detection—both at ports and between them—CBP’s seizures provide a sample to estimate the rate at which people who evade detection are carrying fentanyl. As of June 2023, Border Patrol had arrested about 9,000 people for every single event where fentanyl was seized at a location away from vehicle checkpoints. The people who are crossing between ports of entry are primarily seeking safety and opportunity, not seeking to smuggle fentanyl.

CBP has not estimated the quantity of fentanyl successfully smuggled through ports of entry, but for several years, it has calculated the probability of seizure of cocaine at ports of entry. In 2020, CBP estimated that it seized just 2 percent of the cocaine entering the country at ports. Given its potency, significant amounts of fentanyl are even easier to conceal than cocaine. By contrast, CBP estimates that it interdicts a majority of the people
crossing the border illegally. Thus, it is more than 90 percent easier to enter the country legally with hard drugs than cross the border illegally with them.

Border Patrol also does not seize more fentanyl when arrests fall. Notably, despite a 42 percent drop in arrests in January, Border Patrol seized almost no fentanyl (just 4 pounds) outside of vehicle stops and checkpoints, the same amount as the prior month. In June 2023, arrests again fell 42 percent, and the amount of fentanyl seized by Border Patrol outside of checkpoints went down 67 percent.

Qualitative assessments based on law enforcement intelligence also indicate that trafficking organizations understand that hard drugs are more easily smuggled through ports. The Drug Enforcement Administration’s (DEA) National Drug Threat Assessment for 2021 has said that drug traffickers “exploit major highway routes for transportation, and the most common method employed involves smuggling illicit drugs through U.S. POEs in passenger vehicles with concealed compartments or commingled with legitimate goods on tractor-trailers.” DEA testified that its investigations have found that “the vast majority of fentanyl is coming in the ports of entry.” CBP and other agencies have made similar assessments. It is precisely because these ports of entry are both scarce and incredibly valuable that cartels war for control over them.

The reasons for the ease at which drugs enter through ports are multifaceted. Only as much as 17 percent of commercial trucks and 2 percent of passenger vehicles are scanned for any drugs. CBP reports of drug interdiction arrests indicate that it is most often the driver’s behavior that tips off agents to conduct a search, meaning that interdiction is dependent on a factor almost entirely outside of the agency’s control. The motivation for traffickers to innovate to evade detection is much stronger than the motivation to innovate to detect drugs crossing, which results in increasingly sophisticated smuggling techniques that quickly defeat interdiction efforts.

Even when a drug is easier to detect, the massive difference between the cost of production abroad and its value in the United States means that trafficking organizations can respond to greater interdiction simply by increasing production and smuggling more. From 2003 to 2009, for instance, Border Patrol more than doubled its staffing and built hundreds of miles of fences. As a result, Border Patrol marijuana seizures doubled, but cartels simply smuggled more to compensate, and the effort made no difference to the availability of Mexican marijuana in the United States. In fact, the effort backfired. During Border Patrol’s hiring surge, the potency of marijuana increased by 37 percent.

Fentanyl trafficking itself developed as a border-evasion measure to supply the market for heroin and other opioids. It initially had little natural demand because the fentanyl experience is so fundamentally different from heroin. Fentanyl has the advantage of being 50 times more powerful than heroin, which means that the same weight can supply 50 times as many consumers. This creates a massive economic incentive for smugglers to prefer it to heroin.
Despite fentanyl’s built-in economic advantage, it took the massive restriction on imports and travel during the pandemic—particularly the U.S. policy of limiting travel with Mexico—to force U.S.-Mexico border traffickers to shift from heroin to fentanyl. Within two months of the pandemic, fentanyl seizures overtook heroin by weight, and by the time the restrictions were lifted, fentanyl accounted for over 90 percent of the seizures.

**Fentanyl smuggling became more prevalent after most legal travel was banned**

Heroin and fentanyl seizures (lbs) at southwest ports of entry, Oct 2018-Jan 2023

![Graph showing fentanyl and heroin seizures](image)


Tragically, the shift toward fentanyl and away from heroin caused a spike in fentanyl deaths. From 2019 to 2021, fentanyl deaths nearly doubled as trade and travel were restricted with Mexico. Unfortunately, additional efforts to restrict the trade in fentanyl will likewise backfire. There are already synthetic opioids many times more powerful than fentanyl that cartels could switch to if fentanyl trafficking becomes more difficult. For instance, the Tennessee Department of Health reported a fourfold increase in deaths in 2021 from Nitazenes—synthetic opioids 10 to 20 times more potent than fentanyl.65

This process of enforcement increasing the potency of prohibited items is called the “Iron Law of Prohibition.” It occurred under Alcohol Prohibition when liquor dominated wine and beer, and it has repeatedly played out under drug prohibition: crack cocaine as a substitute for powdered cocaine, heroin as a substitute for prescription drugs, and fentanyl
as a substitute for heroin. To stop drug deaths, policymakers must focus on demand, not supply.

The drug war and restrictive border policies have failed people with addictions and their families. Government should stop criminalizing drug users, which pushes them away from services that could help them, and Congress should legalize overdose prevention sites, places where people can intervene to reverse an overdose. States should allow users to protect themselves against overdoses by legalizing fentanyl test strips, which most states criminalize as “drug paraphernalia.” Physicians should be empowered to treat addiction by weaning addicts off these potent drugs and by issuing at-home prescriptions for methadone. These are all ideas that have worked in other countries to reduce deaths.

Restricting immigration also has another side benefit for smugglers: they can charge immigrants to cross illegally into the United States. Two migrants in Tijuana were stoned to death, and another was shot for failing to pay a fee in February. Migrant smuggling has now become a $13 billion industry. The United States could immediately remove this profit from the cartels by creating legal ways to enter the country.

**Immigration creates wealth for immigrants and Americans.**

Immigration benefits immigrants and Americans. In their home countries, immigrants usually lack the freedom to achieve their full potential. Immigrants want little more than to participate in the freedom that the U.S. Constitution offers to improve their lives. For many
nations, a majority of their people who live above the poverty line (by developed world standards) live in the United States. They achieve this higher standard of living not through theft or welfare but through hard work.

Why do immigrants command higher wages in the United States than in their home countries? Because the United States has free institutions that create incentives for work and investment that empower workers to be more productive. In other words, immigrants produce more and better goods and services here than in their home countries. It is easy to understand why. Here, American capitalism incentivizes investment in technology that increases the productivity of workers, while socialism, corruption, and crime make those investments impossible in many countries. The result is that U.S. immigrants commonly command wages that are between two to fifteen times the wages in their home countries for doing the exact same work.

Of course, higher incomes are not the only motivating factor for migration, but these massive wage differentials make stopping immigration a fool’s errand. The benefits are simply so great that desperate people will continue to put their lives on the line to achieve the freedom and opportunity that they lack at home. But the fact that so many people from around the world are willing to uproot their lives and join us—to contribute to our nation and to make our lives better—is the most profound opportunity for the United States. A better legal immigration system would harness this massive potential to fulfill the needs of an America on the verge of demographic decline.

**America benefits from immigration.**

Immigrants can succeed in the United States precisely because the country needs workers. Immigrants are more likely to work than U.S.-born citizens overall and at every education level—a difference that grows significantly among the least skilled—and about 97 percent of immigrants who looked for jobs in 2022 found them. This should not be surprising, given that the United States is currently experiencing an unprecedented labor shortage.

From January 2021 to May 2023, the United States averaged 10.5 million job openings per month. Every single month after January 2021 had more job openings than any month before it, back to the start of the job openings data series in the year 2000. The average number of job openings during this period was double the number of job openings before 2021. Filling these jobs over the last two and a half years would have increased U.S. Gross Domestic Product cumulatively by about $2 trillion. As of May 2023, the number of open jobs exceeded the number of unemployed workers by nearly 4 million.
The immigrant population increased, according to Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey, by approximately 2.7 million from January 2021 to June 2023. These immigrants found jobs in a wide variety of industries—everything from landscaping and construction to computer programming and management. Immigrant workers were key to helping propel the recovery. They were also helpful in bringing down inflation.

This effect on inflation comes not through lowering wages but through increasing production. The purpose of the economy is to produce goods and services that fulfill the needs of U.S. consumers. Staffing shortages that closed stores, kept trucks off the road and prevented ships from being unloaded were critical components of inflation in 2021 and 2022. Immigrants allow more goods and services to reach consumers, which brings down prices in real terms.

Going forward, the United States is facing a severe population challenge, which will cause demand for foreign workers to increase. The U.S. population is growing slower than at any point in its history. In 2022, international migration already accounted for 80 percent of the meager 0.4 percent population growth. Without immigration, the U.S. population will start to decline. Already in 2022, about half of all the counties in the United States saw declining populations. Over the next two decades, the U.S. working-age population will decline without new immigrant workers.
America needs workers across the skill spectrum.

With a slowing population, the country is also growing older. This will suppress labor force participation among the U.S. population and create a need for more workers in industries related to elder care. With nearly a million new jobs, home health aides are projected to see the largest increase in employment of any single occupational category, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). This example highlights how job growth will not just be concentrated among the highest-skilled positions but will be broadly available. In fact, the BLS predicts that most jobs created this decade will not require a college degree.

Of course, if these jobs fail to materialize, it would likely be because the government intervened to stop U.S. employers from hiring immigrants. That would be devastating for American families that desperately need help. Shockingly, despite record demand, the number of employees in skilled nursing care facilities has declined from 1.7 million to 1.4 million from 2011 to 2023.

Many nursing homes are closing because they cannot properly staff their operations—particularly in rural areas. In Minnesota alone, 45 facilities have closed. Another 60 have closed in Texas. The Good Samaritan Society facility in Postville, Iowa, closed in
At open facilities, huge numbers of beds remain empty, with the vacancies nationwide reaching 32 percent. An analysis of nursing homes by researchers from Harvard, MIT, and Rochester showed that “increased immigration significantly raises the staffing levels of nursing homes in the U.S., particularly in full-time positions,” which results in better patient outcomes. The National Council of the State Boards of Nursing has found that 800,000 nurses plan to leave the labor force by 2027. Meanwhile, nurses are crossing the border illegally, and one died in 2021.

One reason why Americans are having fewer children is the cost of childcare. The cost of childcare not only directly reduces the growth in the future labor force but also indirectly reduces the growth in the labor force by driving mothers to drop out of the labor force. A majority of mothers with young children are not looking for jobs solely because of childcare or family responsibilities. A staffing crisis has caused massive wait lists for care in states across the country. In Pennsylvania, 7,000 open positions have led to 32,500 kids waiting for care. It’s worse in Michigan, where nearly 54,000 kids are waiting.

Researchers Delia Furtado and Heinrich Hock have found that low-skilled immigrants have “substantially reduced” the costs of having a child. Patricia Cortés and José Tessada similarly find, “low-skilled immigration increases average hours of market work and the probability of working long hours of women at the top quartile of the wage distribution.”

New home construction—a critical component in family formation—has also suffered from too few workers. Construction employment has reached record highs, while the construction unemployment rate is at near-record lows. Construction industry wages are now higher than the average wage for workers generally. The number of job openings has repeatedly set records for the industry. Yet thanks to too few workers, it now takes about eight months to build a new home, which is up from 4 to 6 months before the pandemic. One home builder in Florida estimated in 2023 that supply chain issues and the labor shortage were adding 20 percent to the cost of a new home in his area.

The United States is also facing critical shortages of skilled workers. For physicians per capita, America ranks far behind Germany, Sweden, Australia, and Switzerland, and it has half the number of physicians per capita as Austria—effectively a difference of nearly 1 million physicians. In rural areas, the shortages are dire. A study in the journal Health Affairs has shown that rural patients are far more likely to die because they lack the number of specialists to treat them effectively. This situation would be even worse if not for immigrants, who account for a quarter of all U.S. physicians.

Skilled science, technology, engineering, and math workers are also in short supply. A major project—funded in part by U.S. taxpayers—to build a new microchip manufacturing facility in Arizona is already being delayed because of a shortage of skilled workers. McKinsey estimates that chip manufacturers will be short 390,000 engineers and skilled technicians by 2030, leading to more production setting up offshore. But the U.S. immigration system is so broken that engineers from Venezuela were entering through the border in 2021.
Because immigrants are working, immigrants also improve government finances. Immigrants contributed $736 billion in state, local, and federal taxes in 2018—$220 billion more than they received in government benefits, including cash assistance, entitlements, and public education. Even undocumented immigrants are paying nearly $12 billion in taxes every year. These contributions do not consider any complementarities between U.S. workers and immigrants, such as when immigrants allow U.S. workers to earn higher wages or work longer hours. The Social Security Administration Trustees Report emphasizes that immigration improves the Social Security outlook, but the number of workers that it projects will be paying into Social Security in 2065 is still 70 million below the level needed to keep revenues in line with expenditures.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) found in 2013 that comprehensive immigration reform would have “a net savings of about $175 billion over the 2014–2023” and “would decrease federal budget deficits by about $700 billion (or 0.2 percent of total output) over the 2024–2033 period.” The CBO stated that there would be about another $300 billion in savings from the indirect economic effects of more immigration. The United States could already be enjoying these benefits had the bill become law.

**Immigrants make American communities safer.**

Immigrants contribute to the safety and security of American communities in numerous ways. First, they directly lower the crime rate by committing fewer crimes. According to data from the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey, immigrants have been much less likely to end up in the criminal justice system and behind bars for the entirety of the last decade (Graph). This is true, even for immigrants in the country illegally, despite thousands of those immigrants being incarcerated solely for immigration offenses that U.S. citizens cannot commit. The share of illegal immigrants incarcerated has even declined by 44 percent from 2011 to 2021.

![Share of U.S. residents incarcerated by immigration status, ages 18–54, 2011-21](image)

The lower crime rates create safer communities for Americans to live in. During the 1990s, when the immigrant population grew faster than at any time in over a century, crime fell rapidly across the country. Immigrant-dense cities saw crime fall further and faster than elsewhere in the country during that time.

Immigrants also directly affect the crime rate through their participation in or cooperation with law enforcement. There were over 80,000 immigrants serving as detectives and police officers in 2021 and about 350,000 immigrants in protective service roles, including corrections officers, bailiffs, private security, firefighters, and other similar positions. Training more police officers is a proven way to reduce crime, yet many cities are finding it difficult to fill open jobs. In Tulsa, Oklahoma, for instance, there are 160 officer jobs unfilled. In 2015, Nashville Police Chief Steve Anderson convinced legislators in Tennessee to open police recruitment to noncitizens with military service to help address the shortage, and other departments are opening to immigrants as well.

Even if they don’t or can’t serve directly, immigrants aid law enforcement through cooperation with authorities. Immigrants to New Jersey helped turn around South Paterson, an area once beset by crime and corruption. The Paterson police commissioner pointed to the willingness of immigrant business owners to work with police as one major reason for its lower crime rate.

There are countless examples of immigrants helping law enforcement to stop criminals or prevent crimes. Two foreign students stopped a sexual assault at Stanford, testifying against the rapist at trial. Another immigrant lost his life stopping a rape in Virginia. A video filmed on a Dominican immigrant’s phone was the basis of a homicide conviction in South Carolina. A Colombian immigrant in Miami drove his van between an officer and an active shooter, saving the officer’s life. A major source of funding for local police comes from the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) Program. Byrne was a New York City officer killed guarding a Guyanese immigrant who had repeatedly reported criminal activity by U.S. citizens in his community. The immigrant then again risked his life to testify against Byrne’s killers.

Immigrants without legal status also can help stop crimes. An unauthorized immigrant acting as a convenience store nightwatchman stopped a burglary in Texas. Another in New Mexico chased down a child abductor, returning a 6-year-old girl to her parents. It is not even uncommon. About 100,000 immigrants have obtained legal status through their cooperation with law enforcement over the last decade, and local agencies have more than 315,000 requests pending for unauthorized immigrants to receive legal status based on their cooperation with them right now.

Immigrants also lower crime indirectly. One important mechanism is economically revitalizing neighborhoods. Based on data from the Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey, immigrants increase state and local tax revenues by over $250 billion per year—52 percent higher than the benefits that they receive and a net fiscal contribution of tens of
billions annually. Tax revenue from new arrivals allows cities to expand police forces, clean up streets, and make other improvements that lower crime.

Research published in the *Journal of Criminal Justice* has shown that just filling abandoned buildings makes residents less likely to commit crimes, and immigration is associated with fewer vacancies. Research by economist Jacob Vigdor has shown that immigrants seek out areas where real estate prices are low or falling, which prevents community decline. Over the last two decades, refugees and asylum seekers went into the lower-cost and higher-crime West Side of Buffalo, for example. They took over vacant lots and businesses, and crime fell there by 70 percent. This pattern has been observed in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and other cities.

Immigrants also bring more businesses to these areas as both consumers and entrepreneurs. Immigrants are 80 percent more likely to start businesses than the U.S.-born population, and they make up a disproportionate 28 percent of brick-and-mortar “main street” businesses nationwide. In many major metropolitan areas, immigrants account for about half of all main street businesses. Immigrants own astounding shares of small businesses in New York City: 90 percent of dry cleaning and laundry services, 84 of grocery stores, 75 percent of child daycares, and 69 percent of restaurants.

Legal pathways, including asylum, would allow Border Patrol to focus on true threats to Americans, but these threats should not be exaggerated. In FY 2023, as of June, 9,244 convicted migrants were encountered. Of the convictions listed, the most common were convictions for illegal entry and reentry with 5,332. As a percentage of total encounters, convictions have declined by 89 percent from nearly 6 percent of encounters in FY 2015 to 0.6 percent in FY 2023.

Encounters with suspected gang members have seen a similar decline. The 493 suspected gang members encountered in FY 2023 represented 0.03 percent of encounters, which was 90 percent below its 2011 peak of 0.34 percent of encounters. In absolute terms, the number of gang encounters fell from 1,203 in 2012 to 751 in 2022. In 2023, there was one suspected gang encounter for every 3,097 non-gang encounters.
CBP has reported a dramatic increase in encounters whose information appears on the Terrorism Screening Dataset. There were 98 such encounters in 2022. According to nonpublic data obtained by the media, 93 percent of the terrorist database hits were for Colombians. The evidentiary bar for inclusion in this dataset is so low that it is impossible to conclude much from this statistic. CBP even says that the data include people
supposedly associated with terrorist groups or activities.\textsuperscript{142} As importantly, matches can occur based on biographic information like a person’s name and date of birth, leading to numerous false positives. One false positive was reported in the media just this month.\textsuperscript{143}

Unlike Border Patrol, CBP ports of entry officers encounter thousands of people on the terrorist watch list every year.\textsuperscript{144} It is telling that none of these encounters have produced any convictions for a plot to attack the United States.\textsuperscript{145} In fact, over the last four decades, not a single American has died or been injured in a terrorist attack carried out by a person who entered the country illegally, and no one who crossed the southwest border has carried out a terrorist attack in the United States.\textsuperscript{146} The threat of terrorism is not a reason to eliminate asylum, and the entities that need more resources to deal with terror suspects are ports of entry, not Border Patrol stations.

Immigrants have just as much of a stake in safe communities as Americans. When immigrants do commit crimes, their victims are usually other immigrants.\textsuperscript{147} If we want to root out the bad apples, we should want to create policies that make it easier for immigrants to cooperate with law enforcement. That means providing a path to citizenship for law-abiding immigrants and assuring that future immigrants have a lawful way to enter and reside in this country.

**Illegal immigration is a policy choice.**

Creating legal pathways for immigrants to live and work in the United States can restore Border Patrol’s mission to one of national security, not managing peaceful migration. Legal pathways can dramatically reduce illegal immigration and related problems. Here are six examples:

1. The Bracero guest worker program from 1954 to 1965 was expanded to direct Mexican farm workers to enter the United States legally. The program reduced border apprehensions by more than the number of Braceros admitted legally because workers were willing to wait to come legally.\textsuperscript{148}
2. Wet Foot, Dry Foot, as applied at U.S.-Mexico land ports of entry from 1995 to 2017, allowed tens of thousands of Cubans to enter the country legally with a status known as humanitarian parole, and the U.S.-Mexico border had almost no issue with Cubans crossing the border illegally. Remain-in-Mexico and Title 42 ended this policy, creating a massive Cuban illegal immigration problem. However, after implementing the CBP One scheduling app (discussed further below) in January 2021, the situation reversed itself. In June 2023, 87 percent of Cubans at the southwest border entered legally. When combined with the parole sponsorship program (discussed further below), over 90 percent of Cubans entered legally in June 2023.
3. Following the Earthquake in 2010, the United States stopped deporting Haitians, and U.S.-Mexico land ports of entry stopped detaining Haitians requesting asylum. Instead, it let them enter legally into the United States. As a result, from 2010 to 2016, nearly all Haitians entered the country legally. In late-2016, CBP reversed the non-detention and non-removal policy, and in 2018, it covertly capped asylum requests at ports of entry, causing more to cross illegally. Title 42 ended all asylum at ports of entry, and nearly all Haitians entered illegally, culminating in the disaster in Del Rio when Haitians were trapped in a detention camp without food for weeks. In early 2022, CBP began processing Title 42 exception requests at ports of entry, and Haitians resumed entering the country legally as they had before. In 2023, 98 percent of those Haitians processed at the U.S.-Mexico border entered legally.
4. Following the Russian invasion of Ukraine, Ukrainians began to show up at the U.S.-Mexico border by the tens of thousands. CBP granted them exceptions to the Title 42 policy and let them into the country legally. In May, it improved on this policy by creating the Uniting for Ukraine parole program, which has already allowed over 117,000 Ukrainians to fly directly to the United States if they lined up a U.S. financial sponsor. This policy reduced the flow of Ukrainians to the U.S.-Mexico border by over 90 percent.

5. The administration recently created new parole programs modeled on the Uniting for Ukraine program for Venezuelans in October 2022 and Nicaraguans, Cubans, and Haitians in January 2022. These programs have also diverted many immigrants away from illegal immigration. Reuters reported in mid-January that Cubans “previously flocking to Nicaragua to head overland had largely changed strategies, many opting instead to try their luck with the parole program.” Simultaneously, it implemented the CBP One app, allowing people to schedule appointments at southwest ports of entry to enter legally. The combination of these different programs has led to huge increases in the percentage of people entering legally from the four countries.
6. In January 2023, CBP also rolled out its CBP One phone app that allows people to schedule appointments at ports of entry. CBP has capped the number of Title 42 exceptions, but it has helped reduce the number of illegal crossings because people are willing to wait for an appointment rather than cross illegally.\textsuperscript{154} CBP should open more asylum appointments at ports of entry to reduce violations of the law. Since CBP One was implemented, the share of southwest CBP encounters at legal crossing points has increased from 11 percent to 31 percent—matching the highs before President Trump came into office. Obviously, there is still much more to do, and the administration could help build on this progress by removing the cap on appointments.
Although these particular recent programs are discretionary, every administration has the mandate to process people seeking asylum under sections 208 and 235 of the Immigration and Nationality Act at or between ports of entry. Section 208 states in the relevant part:

Any alien who is physically present in the United States or who arrives in the United States (whether or not at a designated port of arrival and including an alien who is brought to the United States after having been interdicted in international or United States waters), irrespective of such alien’s status, may apply for asylum . . .

Section 235 states in the relevant part:

If an immigration officer determines that an alien . . . who is arriving in the United States . . . is inadmissible . . . and the alien indicates either an intention to apply for asylum under section 208 of this title or a fear of persecution, the officer shall refer the alien for an interview by an asylum officer . . .

The administration is subject to a court order that bans it from preventing someone from seeking asylum at the ports of entry. Thus, the administration must create programs that enable it to meet asylum law requirements. Still, even without these clear mandates, the administration should use every legal tool to create humane and orderly processing for
immigrants to reduce illegal immigration. The parole authority has been used 126 times by nearly every administration since its creation in 1952.156

Illegal immigration is a choice that policymakers select when they restrict lawful ways to enter the United States. Congress should work with the administration to expand on these successful initiatives to eliminate illegal immigration and help address the needs of communities across this country.
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62 “Marijuana smuggling into the United States has occurred at consistently high levels over the past 10 years, primarily across the US–Mexico border” https://www.dea.gov/sites/default/files/2018-07/DIR-017-13%20NDTA%20Summary%20final.pdf.


69 Methadone is prescribed on a take home basis by primary care providers since the 1960s in the United Kingdom, Australia, and Canada. In Switzerland, heroin can be prescribed to treat addiction.
113 https://stats.oecd.org/.
120 “With currently scheduled tax rates and benefits, the system needs a worker-to-beneficiary ratio of about 2.8 to function at a pay-as-you-go level (meaning that tax revenue approximately equals benefit payments).” To keep the ratio at the 2.8 workers per beneficiary required to continue as pay as you go, you'd need about 70 million more workers. Gayle L. Reznik, Dave Shoffner, and David A. Weaver, "Coping with the Demographic Challenge: Fewer


127 There is an annual cap of 10,000 U visas.

128 “Number of Service-wide Forms Fiscal Year To Date,” USCIS, October 2022, https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/document/data/Quarterly_All_Forms_FY2022_Q4.pdf
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Introduction

Chairman Higgins, Ranking Member Correa, Chairman Pfluger, Ranking Member Magaziner, and Members of the Subcommittees; on behalf of cattle raisers in the Southwest, thank you for inviting me to provide an update on the state of the border.

My name is JR Ramirez. I live in La Pryor, Texas, where I manage two commercial cow-calf operations, each with extensive wildlife management programs. My family has been ranching in Zapata County since 1932 on Circle 17 Ranch, and I am part of the fifth generation involved in the operation.

I am testifying today on behalf of Texas & Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association. TSCRA was founded in 1877 and is one of the largest and oldest livestock associations in our nation. We represent 26,000 cattle raisers who believe in the future of the beef industry and seek to see it thrive.

But that reality has become more difficult with the growing challenges along our Southern border.

U.S. Customs and Border Protection has tracked more encounters in 2023 than this time last year, putting our border on track to exceed the more than 2,300,000 encounters from the 2022 fiscal year.

Illegal immigration and a lack of border security have changed ranching as we know it. In South Texas, our business, operation, security and way of life are threatened daily.

Damaged fences and gates, high speed chases, break-ins, stolen vehicles and trespassing are daily occurrences. Ranchers like me on the front lines are bearing financial burdens that are threatening our ability to operate profitable businesses that raise food for our country and to protect essential habitats and wild spaces.

The cost of infrastructure

In the last twelve months, our ranch has had 30 documented cases of fences or gates being breached by a vehicle. The least damaging of those cases cost our operation $1,000 while other incidents have surpassed $10,000 in damages.

Costs extend beyond the repairs. A cut fence or open gate allows cattle to escape into other pastures or neighboring ranches. When that happens, additional hours of work are put in by our entire team to gather livestock, often requiring a helicopter to rectify the situation, a direct out-of-pocket cost to our ranch.

The breaches of fences and gates involving vehicles are expensive, time consuming and pose a huge danger to our workers and families on the ranch, but they are also added to by an equally difficult challenge – cut fence lines. Many times, these breaches to our operation are less obvious.
Trespassers will cut fences in a manner that does not draw attention, creating areas where cattle and wildlife can move freely outside of the ranch undetected for extended periods of time.

For example, on a six-strand barbed wire fence, trespassers have cut the middle four strands, leaving the top and bottom strands intact so the damage is not obvious. On a net wire fence, trespassers cut a rectangle large enough for adults to move through freely. These property damages are near impossible to keep up with given the hundreds of miles of perimeter and cross fencing that must be monitored. It is simply not feasible to check the status of fence daily, despite our efforts to be diligent.

As a result of both drive throughs and cut fences, a series of financial burdens external to the infrastructure is realized. If cattle are mixed within our operation or escape to a neighboring ranch, we may not be able to market cattle at the appropriate time or ensure cattle breeding occurs at the right time. Our herd health can be at risk if neighboring cattle introduce disease that would otherwise not exist on our ranch.

**The cost of conservation**

These instances also limit our ability to manage our land. When livestock are let outside of the pasture they were to graze, grasses may not have adequate rest, damaging plant populations and rangeland health. My stocking rates suffer, limiting the head of cattle I can run and directly impacting potential profits.

Responsible and well-managed hunting leases are another way ranchers offset the formidable costs of ranching while also contributing to wildlife conservation within the state. However, both efforts are lost because of trespassing. High-dollar wildlife escape ranches when fences and gates are compromised. When those sources of revenue are taken away, the chances of a profitable year greatly diminish. Hunters look to other areas of the state – or another state entirely – when purchasing hunts. The danger along the border is so great, hunters or even landowners themselves, may deem the risk on a property too high.

The volume of foot traffic alone is staggering. The ranch I manage is about 20 miles from north to south. Every crossroad in between going from east to west has fresh tracks daily. Plastic bottles, jugs, cans, backpacks, clothing, shoes, coats and trash litter our property. I cannot clearly describe the amount of trash that now covers South Texas ranches. These materials will take hundreds of years to decompose.

We try to clean up what we can see off the roads, but there are millions of acres not accessible and, therefore, will never be cleaned up. The litter left behind poses a risk to livestock, as well. It has led to cattle loss, as some items can be consumed and cause digestive failure in cattle. The ultimate result of this litter and pollution is harm to animals and the long-term defacement of
beautiful South Texas rangelands that will never be the same. Ranchers shoulder the burden of this financial loss.

The cost of safety

Passing through a remote ranch like ours in the Southwest is dangerous. South Texas is known for its extreme temperatures. This month temperatures surpassed triple digits each week, and there is no real shelter in the middle of brush land. Migrants can quickly find themselves dehydrated, seeking water from livestock troughs and tanks, which often makes them sick. In these cases, securing the border quickly becomes a matter of life or death.

Unfortunately, we have found ten deceased migrants in the last two years on our ranch. It is painful to think of the bodies across these remote landscapes that will never be found or of the individuals that are, at this very moment, struggling to find clean water or shelter who only have days, if not hours, to live.

We have been asked today to discuss the cost of impacts along our border. How do we put a cost to their lives or the lives of my family or my employees?

Finding employees is becoming more difficult as well because most cowboys do not want to live where their safety is at risk. Many employees who live on the ranch have their homes broken into frequently and never know when they may unexpectedly face a trespasser on their land and whether that trespasser is friendly or dangerous.

I share the same concern. If I come across unexpected guests on a ranch, it’s my instinct to help. However, I must weigh my personal safety, too. I do not know who these people are. I do not know what their intentions are. I do not know if I can stop to offer them water without endangering myself. I do not know if they will break into my home.

My family and I cannot leave anything outside. We must hide our vehicle keys. We must look over our shoulders every minute while we are outside in our backyard or out in the pasture. I fear for my family’s safety when they are home alone.

I have two daughters aged eight and ten. They are growing up on a beautiful South Texas ranch where they should be able to walk down to the tank about one hundred yards from our house to fish whenever they want. They can’t. They should be able to run around our yard freely. They can’t. They should be able to walk or ride their bikes to the barn to feed their horses. They can’t.

My experience is unfortunately not unique. TSCRA conducted a border security survey of our members last year. The results show that the threats and challenges I face are the same ones faced by hundreds of my fellow ranchers across the state.

As cattle raisers, we are doing our part to feed the world and raise the next generation of ranchers to take our place. We consistently deal with droughts, inclement weather, increased input costs and ever-fluctuating cattle prices. Those factors alone make ranching a costly endeavor and
challenging livelihood. When you add in the costs resulting from the current state of our border, it is almost impossible to make a profit.

We cannot allow the situation to continue as it has. We must do better for our ranchers, our families and all the citizens that are living through this crisis along the border.
Hello,

My name is Elisa Tambunga,

I come to you as young woman who no longer has a mother, a woman who no longer has a daughter. I come to you as a citizen that has been failed by this administration in the most horrific way. I come to you to present Emi-Coke Accountability.

On March 13, 2023, my mother Maria “Coke” Tambunga and my 7-year-old daughter Emilia Brooke Tambunga were coming home from a playdate with family when they were murdered. Maria my mom and Emilia my baby were two minutes away from home, when the Murderer, Coyote, Human Smuggler struck my mothers vehicle with a 7000lb weapon going over 105mph. On this night, around 8:30pm not only their lives were taken, but my life was too. Maria “Coke” Tambunga was a woman of strong faith, who was tender, attentive and above all loving. Emilia Brooke Tambunga was a child who was captivating in not only her beauty, but her mind and soul. My mother Maria was an active member of her community. No matter who someone was or where they came from, she always found a way to help them. Whether that be needing a shoulder to cry on or needing a hot meal that night, she was the woman that anyone could count on. She was warm and so giving. My mother made our house a home. Up until she was taken from my family and I, she continued to give and love. My daughter Emilia Brooke lit up the darkest of days and made them bright as could be. She was caring, sensitive, intelligent and determined. In her short seven years on this earth, she made an impact so gigantic that those who lived a full life could only dream of making. Emilia was in second grade, she participated in UIL, TaeKwon-Do, Softball, Basketball, 4-H, Cheer, CCE, Junior Guadalupanas, and more. With all those activities she still was an Honor Student. The truth is I could talk about my girls for the
entirety of my life and never get tired, but today I come to you to talk about the reason they are no longer with us.

Maria and Emilia’s life were taken due to the lack of actions being taken in our nations administration. I am here to continue to hold those responsible accountable for their actions. The blood of my little girl Emilia and mother Maria are spread among multiple hands in this administration. As a citizen standing on the outside I have seen a lack of leadership and unwillingness to work as a unit, and this has put us, American citizens in danger. Our safety should not be a fight in your sandbox, shall I remind you, you work for me, you work for us the people, we who elect you to sit in these great offices. This is your privilege, not your right.

The murderer, who is not worthy of being named, had 11 illegal immigrants in his vehicle. Of those 11, two were also killed. The Border Crisis is a monster that is very much alive and thriving. This country’s borders are NOT secured. Sending multiple resources such as Texas DPS to keep it contained is putting our people in grave danger. We continue to live in fear. I continue to live in fear that this is not a matter of IF, but WHEN will this happen to another family. This administration needs to grow a backbone and secure our borders and fulfill your duty to protect American Citizens above all else. Law enforcement agencies need adequate funding and training.

Earlier I mentioned I lost my life too. When I was 19 years old, I became pregnant with Emilia. I began to live for her, I began to exist for her. I do not know how to exist in a world that my daughter and mother no longer exist in. Every day of my life I struggle. I breathe, hurt, exist. I am alive yet I am dying. If I must exist without the centers of my world, then I will make every day count in honor of them. The Emi-Coke Accountability Act is the first step to honoring them and protecting our citizens. We must begin to start taking care of our own. Working alongside
Congressman Tony Gonzales and his staff, to encourage, enhance and integrate Emi-Coke Alert plans throughout the United States. On the night of my mother and daughters murder, no one in our town was aware of a high-speed chase. How do we keep our citizens safe if they do not know what is happening on their own turf? This is the answer to that question. By creating the Emi-Coke Alert we will be taking a major step towards spreading awareness throughout our towns, specifically along the border.

I Elisa Tambunga should have never had the responsibility of burying my 7-year-old little girl. I should never have seen my daughter and mothers bodies mutilated. My father, sister and brother-in-law should never have had to experience this tragedy. I should be buying my daughter school supplies and watching her grow and learn every day. I look at my future and all I feel is indescribable pain. My mother won’t be here to see me graduate college or see me one day get married. My daughter won’t be here to achieve her dreams of becoming an FBI agent or teacher (big aspirations for a little girl). But I am here. I am here to create change.

We are the faces of the Border Crisis. You cannot turn a blind eye. We are here and we demand to be heard, we demand action. I demand you all do better.